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Address Mira Glass srl 
via Emilia Ponente 127/A 
40133 Bologna

Country Italy

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The range of glass items presented by MIRA GLASS has been produced with a brand new technology of printing on laminated glass thus making it
safety glass. 
The use of special UV inks modulates the passage of light, giving the settings special chromatic effects. 
The decorative quality of MIRA GLASS enhances doors, windows, display cabinets, partitions, screens, sliding doors, furnishing panels, shower stalls
and mirrors, becoming a new furnishing decoration. 
The system´s versatility makes it possible to vary the size of the image, while keeping its proportions for the required uses.

MIRA GLASS items can also be supplied in the required sizes and thicknesses necessary for use and personalised with the customer´s own images.
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